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I. Introduction 

Thank you very much Judge Ginsburg, David, and Antonio, for the kind invitation to join 

you and this impressive array of speakers and panelists today.  And thank you Chairman Pitruzzella 

for hosting us.  It’s an honor to be here with you in Rome, the capitol of one of the greatest early 

empires in world history.  It is also particularly fitting that the topic of this Jevons symposium is 

technology and media, two areas in which the early Roman Empire stood at the forefront of 

innovation.  Of course, all of you are familiar with the stunning Coliseum nearby, home to many 

extraordinary spectacles.  The early Romans had a knack for giving the crowds what they wanted 

to see.  A more significant and lasting Roman innovation was its ability to manage an empire that 

expanded across much of the known world and remained largely stable for hundreds of years.  The 

Romans accomplished that feat, in part, by creating one of the earliest networks in history: the 

complex array of roads across their territories.  The Roman road system is one of the earliest 

reminders of the power of network effects.1 

By integrating its vast territory, Roman roads facilitated communications, trade, and—

ultimately—a sense of Roman identity that persisted across the continent long after the fall of the 

Roman Empire.  Network effects pushed the Roman Empire outward, but they also opened Rome 

up to greater risk from outside its borders.  Rome eventually succumbed to the inevitable, which 

was invasion.  Indeed, the Roman example is one of the earliest historical proofs that 

“monopoly”—even in network industries—can be inherently unstable over time. 

                                                 
1 See Carol Rose, Romans, Roads, and Romantic Creators: Traditions of Public Property in the Information Age, 66 
LAW & CONTEMP. PROBS. 89, 97-101 (2003) (comparing Roman roads to the Internet and explaining that “[t]he greater 
the network of trade, the larger the market, the greater the opportunities for specialization, and the better for all 
participants”); Peter Lee, The Evolution of Intellectual Infrastructure, 83 WASH. L. REV. 39, 72 (2008) (discussing the 
“wide-ranging synergies and network effects that characterize Roman roads as infrastructure”). 
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The concept of network effects is not new, but the medium for creating them has evolved 

beyond the wildest dreams of the early Romans.  Digital platform markets and the opportunities 

they provide for innovation have captured the imaginations of inventors, financiers, tech mavens, 

entertainers, and consumers across the globe.  They have also drawn close attention, especially 

recently, from enforcers and regulators who see serious threats to established modes of business 

and competition. 

As you are all aware, some critics assert that the antitrust consensus is not equipped to 

address competitive threats posed by new developments in technology—digital markets and 

platforms in particular.2  I don’t endorse that view.  Indeed, last month at the University of Chicago 

Booth School of Business, I emphasized that the bipartisan antitrust consensus is flexible to 

challenges posed by digital platform markets because it can incorporate the latest economic 

wisdom in determining whether business practices or transactions are harmful to competition and 

consumers.3 

I focused my remarks in Chicago on one prong of the antitrust consensus—what I, and 

others, refer to as an “evidence-based” approach to antitrust law enforcement.4  That approach 

requires enforcement built on credible evidence that a practice harms competition and the 

American consumer, or in the case of merger enforcement, that it creates an unacceptable risk of 

                                                 
2 E.g., Barry C. Lynn, “The Consumer Welfare Standard in Antitrust: Outdated or a Harbor in a Sea of Doubt?,” 
Testimony Before Senate Committee on the Judiciary: Subcommittee on Antitrust, Competition, and Consumer Rights 
(Dec. 13, 2017), available at https://www.judiciary.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/12-13-
17%20Lynn%20Testimony.pdf; Senator Elizabeth Warren, “Reigniting Competition in the American Economy” 
(June 29, 2016), available at https://www.warren.senate.gov/files/documents/2016-6-
29_Warren_Antitrust_Speech.pdf. 
3 Makan Delrahim, “Don’t Stop Believin’: Antitrust Enforcement in the Digital Era,” at 3 (Apr. 19, 2018).  Nearly 
twenty years ago, in the wake of the Microsoft case, Congress established the bipartisan Antitrust Modernization 
Commission to examine similar questions.  The Commission unanimously concluded that the current antitrust 
consensus is well equipped to address the challenges posed by software markets. 
4 Id. at 2; see also Maureen K. Ohlhausen, “The FTC’s Path Ahead,” at 6-7 (Feb. 3, 2017), available at 
https://www.ftc.gov/system/files/documents/public_statements/1070123/gcr_the-ftc_path_ahead.pdf; see also Joshua 
D. Wright, Abandoning Antitrust’s Chicago Obsession: The Case for Evidence-Based Antitrust, 78 ANTITRUST L.J. 
241 (2012). 
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doing so.  Taking an evidence-based approach also means being open to persuasion.  Where there 

is strong evidence of harm to competition, it is the duty of enforcers promptly and vigorously to 

investigate and enforce the antitrust laws. 

II. The Consumer Welfare Standard in Digital Markets 

Today, I would like to focus my comments on the other prong of the antitrust consensus—

the “consumer welfare standard”—and how that standard is flexible to new business models 

generally and digital media markets, in particular. 

The consumer welfare standard is premised on the idea that consumers benefit from free 

market competition because it increases economic efficiency, often in the form of lower prices or 

increased output.5  Outside the realm of naked horizontal agreements, courts and agencies in the 

United States traditionally analyze whether restraints or mergers may raise prices or reduce 

output.6 

With respect to price effects, antitrust lawyers and economists have developed certain 

rigorous tools for analyzing whether prices to consumers are supra-competitive.7  These tools have 

proven flexible to a variety of business contexts.  Indeed, in the coming weeks, the Supreme Court 

                                                 
5 See, e.g., Alan J. Meese, Reframing the (False?) Choice Between Purchaser Welfare and Total Welfare, 81 
FORDHAM L. REV. 2197, 2206 (2013) (describing ventures that “may result in productive efficiencies and thus enhance 
the allocation of resources, increase market output, and reduce prices, thereby increasing consumer welfare under 
either definition”); Greg T. Gundlach & Joan M. Phillips, Contributions and Challenges of Marketing to Antitrust, 47 
N.Y.L.S. L. REV. 51, 54 (2003) (“Through defining consumer welfare in efficiency terms and behavior in terms 
of output and price, enforcement authorities and the courts are viewed to be equipped with straightforward and 
objective tests for determining the effect of marketplace conduct on consumer welfare. Expanded output and lower 
prices enhance consumer welfare, restraint of output and higher prices do not.”). 
6 Eastman Kodak Co. v. Image Tech. Servs., Inc., 504 U.S. 451, 464 (1992) (defining market power as “the ability of 
a single seller to raise price and restrict output”); NCAA v. Bd. of Regents of Univ. of Okla., 468 U.S. 85, 113 (1984) 
(a restraint that “operate[s] to raise prices and reduce output” has the “hallmarks of anticompetitive behavior” that 
constitutes a “deviation from the operations of a free market”); FTC v. H.J. Heinz Co., 246 F.3d 708, 715 (D.C. Cir. 
2001) (“Merger law ‘rests upon the theory that, where rivals are few, firms will be able to coordinate their behavior, 
either by overt collusion or implicit understanding, in order to restrict output and achieve profits above competitive 
levels.’” (quoting FTC v. PPG Indus., 798 F.2d 1500, 1503 (D.C. Cir. 1986)). 
7 See generally U.S. DEP’T OF JUSTICE, COMPETITION AND MONOPOLY: SINGLE-FIRM CONDUCT UNDER SECTION 2 OF 
THE SHERMAN ACT (2008). 
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in the American Express case8 may help clarify how to evaluate price effects in the context of two-

sided platforms and whether the rule of reason and market definition principles ought to be re-

tailored in order to do so. 

Output effects, by comparison, have attracted less attention in the context of digital 

platform markets.  That is likely because “output” is often a murky concept for a company that is 

a digital intermediary between market actors.  For a social media network, should we measure 

output based on the number of users?  How much time they spend using the network?  The number 

of pictures they share or view?  The number and length of political rants?  The total number of 

“Likes”?  It is not clear which of these metrics best captures “output” as a measure of how a digital 

platform offers a product in response to individual preferences. 

III. Protecting Digital Innovation, Protecting Consumer Choice, and Preserving Product 
Quality 

 
I believe that three additional indicators of consumer welfare deserve greater attention in 

analyzing competitive effects in digital markets: innovation, choice, and quality.  The Supreme 

Court and other courts, in describing antitrust as “a comprehensive charter of economic liberty,” 

often invoke these three concepts and note that innovation, consumer choice, and product quality 

constitute competitive effects that merit consideration in an antitrust analysis.9  Because these 

factors can be difficult to quantify, they often play a subsidiary role to price and output measures.10 

                                                 
8 Ohio v. American Express Co., No. 16-1454 (U.S. argued Feb. 26, 2018). 
9 N. Pac. Ry. Co. v. United States, 356 U.S. 1, 4 (1958) (“The Sherman Act was designed to be a comprehensive 
charter of economic liberty aimed at preserving free and unfettered competition as the rule of trade.  It rests on the 
premise that the unrestrained interaction of competitive forces will yield the best allocation of our economic resources, 
the lowest prices, and the greatest material progress . . . .”); see United States v. Anthem, Inc., 855 F.3d 345, 361 (D.C. 
Cir. 2017) (finding that a “threat to innovation is anticompetitive in its own right”); United States v. Brown Univ., 5 
F.3d 658, 675 (3d Cir. 1993) (“Enhancement of consumer choice is a traditional objective of the antitrust laws and 
has been acknowledged as a procompetitive benefit.”). 
10 See Howard A. Shelanski, Information, Innovation, and Competition Policy for the Internet, 161 U. PA. L. REV. 
1663, 1669 (2013) (“Conventional antitrust analysis focuses on the relationship between firms' conduct and market 
performance, as measured through prices and output levels of relevant products and services. . . . [N]onprice concerns 
have generally remained secondary to modern antitrust law's primary emphasis on price effects and static efficiency.”). 
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Given the challenges in defining and measuring output in platform markets, innovation, 

choice, and quality can serve as valuable metrics for competitive effects.  They are all consistent 

with the Sherman Act’s overarching consumer welfare prescription.11 

First and foremost, innovation is central to consumer welfare.  In a free market economy, 

new businesses emerge by offering consumers something new, rather than simply more of the 

same.  For that reason, innovation is inherently disruptive, making it a target of entrenched business 

models that see existential threats from new entrants.12  Competition policy should encourage these 

threats to incumbents, not restrict them.  The cycle of dynamic competition almost invariably 

accrues to the benefit of consumers. 

Second, consumer choice can be an important metric for consumer welfare effects to the 

extent a practice or merger results in the elimination of a unique product offering.13  As enforcers, 

we must carefully analyze whether a company with market power uses that power in a manner that 

excludes an innovative product, service, or feature that customers desire.  Likewise, concerted 

action—particularly in the context of standard setting organizations—can stymie consumer choice 

where competitors adopt self-serving standards that restrict consumers’ ability to seek out more 

attractive or less expensive alternatives.14 

The Microsoft case is illustrative.  By “integrating” Internet Explorer and Windows, 

Microsoft both “prevented OEMs from pre-installing other browsers and deterred consumers from 

                                                 
11 Anthem, 855 F.3d at 371 (“[P]roduct variety, quality, innovation, and efficient market allocation—all increased 
through competition—are . . . protected forms of consumer welfare.”). 
12 See generally Taylor M. Owings, Note, Identifying a Maverick: When Antitrust Law Should Protect a Low-Cost 
Competitor, 66 VAND. L. REV. 323 (2013). 
13 See Robert H. Lande, Consumer Choice as the Ultimate Goal of Antitrust, 62 U. PITT. L. REV. 503 (2001). 
14 See generally Allied Tube & Conduit Corp. v. Indian Head, Inc., 486 U.S. 492, 500 (1988) (“There is no doubt that 
the members of such [standard setting] associations often have economic incentives to restrain competition and that 
the product standards set by such associations have a serious potential for anticompetitive harm. . . . Accordingly, 
private standard-setting associations have traditionally been objects of antitrust scrutiny.”). 
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using them.”15  In particular, Microsoft excluded Internet Explorer from the utility permitting users 

to add or remove programs, and commingled browser and operating system code.  Taken together, 

these actions bound “Internet Explorer to Windows with . . . technological shackles,” which 

“discourag[ed] OEMs from distributing rival products” that consumers might choose over 

Microsoft’s default option.16  Microsoft offered no valid justification—technological or 

otherwise—for these actions, leading to the conclusion that its actions “protected its operating 

system monopoly from a middleware threat” that would increase consumer choice.17  Importantly, 

the competition from middleware would diminish the monopoly Microsoft enjoyed in the 

operating system market as a result of its hold on application programming interface protocols and 

the network effects that went with it.  The en banc D.C. Circuit, accordingly, unanimously upheld 

the district court’s finding that depriving consumers of competitive alternatives to its monopoly 

operating system constituted anticompetitive effects in violation of Section 2 of the Sherman Act.18 

Of course, we must be careful not to condemn the elimination of choice as inherently 

suspect—particularly in the context of merger review.  After all, the goal of the antitrust laws is to 

protect competition, not competitors.19  A substantial number of mergers result in fewer choices 

in the marketplace, yet they nevertheless pose no serious concerns to competition, or indeed may 

be clearly procompetitive.20  Where a merger would give the combined entity the incentive and 

ability to undermine innovative competitors offering new product choices, however, there may be 

                                                 
15 United States v. Microsoft, 253 F.3d 34, 64 (D.C. Cir. 2001) (en banc). 
16 Id. at 64-65. 
17 Id. at 67. 
18 Id. 
19 Brown Shoe Co. v. United States, 370 U.S. 294, 320 (1962). 
20 See, e.g., Joshua D. Wright & Douglas H. Ginsburg, The Goals of Antitrust: Welfare Trumps Choice, 81 FORDHAM 
L. REV. 2405, 2411 (2012) (“[B]oth economic theory and empirical evidence are replete with examples of business 
conduct that simultaneously reduces choice and increases welfare in the form of lower prices, increased innovation, 
or higher quality products and services.”). 
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a strong ground for an enforcement action.  This is particularly true if the result is to limit 

innovative choices that threaten a less efficient incumbent business. 

Third, product quality can be a useful barometer for whether a merger or business practice 

harms competition to the detriment of consumers.  Courts recognize that a reduction in competition 

can result in less innovation, and less of a need to provide a high quality product.21  The notion of 

“quality” is not limited—it incorporates more than simply the shininess of the new product or the 

box it arrives in.  Particularly for media and technology companies, quality is best captured as the 

entire customer experience. 

Although “quality” may be hard to measure with precision, there are a number of metrics 

for analyzing the quality of customer experience.  In 2003, an article in Harvard Business Review 

popularized the concept of the “net promoter score,” or “NPS.”22  NPS measures whether 

customers or users, on average, are likely to recommend a product to a friend or a stranger (a 

positive score) or to badmouth the product (a negative score).  The idea quickly took hold, 

particularly as online social media emerged as a dominant method of communication and 

significant source of network effects—every Facebook or Twitter user could now be a powerful 

promoter or detractor of a product.  According to one company that specializes in NPS measures, 

streaming media companies (like Pandora or Spotify) rank among the highest performers, and—

not surprisingly—cable TV and internet service providers rank among the lowest.23   

Academics and enforcers should consider whether tools such as NPS and similar 

benchmarks are useful for measuring quality as a byproduct of competition.  For example, in 

                                                 
21 See, e.g., United States v. Anthem, 855 F.3d 345, 361, 370-71 (D.C. Cir. 2017). 
22 Frederick F. Reichheld, The One Number You Need to Grow, HARV. BUS. REV., Dec. 2003, 
https://hbr.org/2003/12/the-one-number-you-need-to-grow. 
23 Temkin Group, Q3 2017 Consumer Benchmark Survey, https://i2.wp.com/temkingroup.com/wp-
content/uploads/2017/10/1710_NPSIndustryRanges.png?ssl=1. 
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markets where NPS scores are available, we may ask as part of our comprehensive analysis: has a 

merger lowered or increased the merged company’s scores; or does a proposed merger raise the 

risk of reducing quality?  It could be interesting to observe whether NPS scores over time may be 

correlated with increases or declines in competition. 

IV. Analyzing Exclusionary Conduct in Digital Markets 

Just as measures of consumer welfare warrant flexibility in the context of digital markets, 

as enforcers we should also be mindful in understanding how barriers to entry enable or facilitate 

exclusionary conduct that harms consumers.  One traditional method of considering entry barriers 

focuses on fixed costs that a new entrant must incur—that is, it asks whether the risk of upfront 

investment is too high and the likelihood of success too low, thus deterring entry.24  In digital 

markets, entry barriers often appear to be quite low.  A new software product can be revolutionary 

and gain popularity with relatively minimal investment in physical infrastructure, and certainly no 

regulatory barriers such as the need for spectrum licenses.  At the same time, powerful network 

effects can create their own implicit barriers to entry in markets where a dominant player has 

clearly emerged, making traction for a new entrant difficult to achieve regardless of its efficiency 

or quality.25 

These insights are relevant to claims of exclusionary conduct, including predatory pricing.  

Predatory pricing claims face a high standard, as the U.S. Supreme Court requires a showing of a 

                                                 
24 Cf. Rebel Oil Co. v. Atl. Richfield Co., 51 F.3d 1421, 1439 (9th Cir. 1995) (describing entry barriers as “additional 
long-run costs that were not incurred by incumbent firms but must be incurred by new entrants” or “factors in the 
market that deter entry while permitting incumbent firms to earn monopoly returns,” including “(1) legal license 
requirements; (2) control of an essential or superior resource; (3) entrenched buyer preferences for established brands; 
(4) capital market evaluations imposing higher capital costs on new entrants; and, in some situations, (5) economies 
of scale”). 
25 See D. Daniel Sokol & Roisin Comerford, Antitrust and Regulating Big Data, 23 GEO. MASON L. REV. 1129, 1148 
(2016) (describing the view of some scholars and practitioners that “the economies of scale and network effects that 
characterize data-driven markets lead to a ‘winner takes all’ result, and present insurmountable barriers to entry” but 
cautioning that the “strength of [this] feedback loop may be grossly overstated”). 
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“dangerous probability of recoupment,” as well as pricing “below an appropriate measure of [a] 

rival’s costs.”26  There has nevertheless been a growth in academic work attempting to re-examine 

the foundations for predatory pricing claims in digital markets.27 

As I explained in Chicago, a careful, evidence-based approach is necessary to evaluating 

these claims, in order to minimize the risk of false positives.28  Fresh thinking, including theoretical 

and empirical work in this area, is warranted.  A key question that enforcers should answer is 

whether the presence of network effects can dilute the ability of new competitors to emerge or 

whether they pose a significant competitive challenge to entrenched incumbents.  Network effects 

may work in different ways in different markets, but in certain markets, they may operate such that 

there is a higher risk—or an increased probability—of recoupment following a period of below-

cost pricing.   

V. Conclusion 

To conclude, I encourage further research and civil debate on these important issues, as we 

are having here.  As enforcers, we must be very careful in our enforcement actions to ensure that 

we don’t punish the very competitors who have won the race we have encouraged them to compete 

in.  At the same time, we must be vigilant in utilizing the tools provided to us within a sound 

antitrust and economic framework.  In particular, we should not hesitate to bring an action where 

there is evidence of harm to competition manifested through higher prices, lower output, reduced 

innovation, undue restrictions in consumer choice, or a serious deterioration in quality.  Failure to 

                                                 
26 Brooke Group Ltd. v. Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp., 509 U.S. 209, 222, 224 (1993). 
27 See, e.g., Christopher R. Leslie, Predatory Pricing and Recoupment, 113 COLUM. L. REV. 1695 (2013); Shaun D. 
Ledgerwood & Wesley J. Heath, Rummaging Through the Bottom of Pandora’s Box: Funding Predatory Pricing 
Through Contemporaneous Recoupment, 6 VA. L. & BUS. REV. 509 (2012); Lina M. Khan, Note, Amazon’s Antitrust 
Paradox, 126 YALE L.J. 710 (2017). 
28 Delrahim, supra note 3, at 12-13. 
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enforce the antitrust laws in a timely manner may result in heavy-handed government regulation 

later.  Rarely a preferred result to free market competition.   

We have and should maintain a flexible, dynamic consumer welfare standard that is well-

equipped to face threats to competition in media markets in the digital age. 

 


